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My purpose in this essay is to address an issue of rather general
significance for later Platonism, the supposed infiltration of irrational-
ity into the Platonic tradition with the postulation, initially by Plotinus,
but more dehnitely from Iamblichus on, of a first principle which tran-
scends the capacity of rational thought to grasp it, and which itself is
superior to any sort of intellectual activity. I take my start from some
remarks of the distinguished authority on Later Platonism, Père H.-D.
Saffrey, in an article of his on theurgy, I where he shows an inclination
(common, it must be said, to many other scholars before him) to link
the postulation of such an ineffable first principle with the infiltration
of irrational, or 'extra-rational' elements (of a magico-religious nature)
into later Greek philosophy.

I do not wish to deny, of course, that such infiltration occurred. The
whole phenomenon of reliance on infallible or inspired authority -

both that of Plato himself (and to a lesser degree, for Peripatetics,
Aristotle), and of a growing pantheon of more 'theological' authorities
such as Homer, Hesiod, Orpheus, Linus, Musaeus, and then Thrice-
Greatest Hermes and the gods of Chaldaea (speaking through the
Chaldaean Oracles) - lends itself to the growth of irrational accep-
tance of dogma, while the desire to accommodate the gods of tradi-
tional Greek religion (as well as others not so traditional) into a philo-
sophico-religious framework, evident at least from Iamblichus on, and

| "La théurgie comme pénétration d'éléments extra-rationels dans la philosophie-
grecque tardive", in Wissenschaftliche und Ausserwissenschaftliche Rationalitiit.
Referate und Tbxte des 4. Internationalen Humanistischen Sltmposiums 1978,
Athens, 1981, 153-169, repr. in his collected essays, Recherches sur Ie Néoplato-
nisme après Plotin, Paris, 1990. Richard Wallis, also, in an obiter dictum towards
the end of his survey of Neoplatonism (Neoplatomsz, London, 1972, p. 158),
makes the surprising statement that "while [Damascius] was doing no more than
bring out some of the traditional teaching's implications, yet with him [...] the
consequences were little less than annihilation of the whole Neoplatonic hier-
archy". I wish that he had had time to expand on that remark.
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partly, no doubt, a defensive reaction in face of the growth of christi-

ànity, militated against what we would regard as pure rationality-

Fio*"u.t, as I have argued elsewhere,' in the mind of Proclus at

least, but also, I think, in that of Damascius, the authority of the 'theo-

logians', or even of the gods, despite the great honour that is accorded

to it, is not allowed to outweigh that of Plato - at least Plato as

interpreted by Proclus - and to that extent rationality, I feel, maintains

its ascendancy in the later Platonic school.
The issue of the total ineffability and unknowabitity of the first prin-

ciple, however, is, I think, a different question from the broader issue

of the infiltration of irrational elements, and it is this on which I would

like to concentrate here. Of course, the claim that any one of a variety

of higher principles or levels of being, such as Intellect, Pure Being or

the rèalm bf Fottnt as a whole, not to mention the One itself, is &ppq-

rov, &xctrovógcorov, or &yvcoo'rov is one that goes back to Plato him-

self. Such key passages as Republic VI 506D-5098, Tímaeus 28C and

Epístulae vti l+tc -3448 were seen as delivering the message that,

al'though dialectic and the practice of analogical reasoning could bring

one to an intuitive grasp or vision of such entities as the Good, or even

the essence of a Foim, they are not in themselves within the range of

rational discourse. fu regards the One, the famous passage from the

end of the First Hypothesis of the Parmenides (l4lE- L42A)' to the

effect that "it is nof nameable or to be spoken of, not an object of

opinion or of knowledge, nor is anything to do with it available to

pèrception"3, was taken as a clear statement that the One was

graspable only by some supra-rational faculty.

As we know, the most significant move made by Plotinus in opposition to his

platonist predecessors in the field of metaphysics was the frrm rejection of the notion

that the first principle, if it was to be thought of as a radical unity, could be regarded

as an intellect of any sort. Even such an acute predecessor of his as Numenius, who

seems to have seen the problem, was unwilling to accept the solution, preferring to

t21

2 "philosophy and Theology in Proclus", in From Augustine to Eríugena: Essays

tn Neoptàtinism and Ch*ttanity in Honor of Johry O'Meara, eds. F. X' Martin

and J. A. Richmond, Washington D. C., 1991, 66-76. Cf. also the useful remarks

of H.-D. Saffrey, in his essay "Proclus, Diadoque de Platon", in Proclus, lecteur

et interprète dei'Anciens. Altes du Colloque internatíonal du CNÀS /985, Paris

1987, xi-xxviii (repr. in his Collected Essays).
j 0ù6' óvoprú(erar-&pa où6È Àéyerar oùòÈ 6o[ú(erqr où6è ytyvóoxetar, où6É.rt róbv

óvr<ov qùroù crio0àvercrr. These negations are couched in the form of verbs, but

clearly the important denials are that of any óvopc or À9I9S of the One, nor any

yvOoi5 of it, which puts it outside the range of rational discourse.
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speak of the First God as an 'intellect at rest', as opposed to a secondary, demiurgic
intellect, which is 'in motion.'a Plotinus, however, having made the daring postulate
that the first principle, or One, was both superior to all intellection itself. and not
graspable by any human intellection, was still left with a problem which he never
really solved (although he certainly was aware of it), and which he bequeathed to
his successors.

That problem is the contradiction between a One which is the source of all being
for all entities whatever, from Intellect on down even to Matter, and a One which
is absolutely transcendent and without connection with anything below it. On the
one hand, we have such passages as Enneads 3. 8 [30], 10, 26ff., or 6. 7 [3g], 36,
15ff. ,  or 5. 3 [49], 14, or the great passage at the end of 5.3 (17,15ff.) ,  and many
others,5 where the complete transcendence and unknowability of the One are elo-
quently described; and then we have other passages, such as 6.7, g, 17ff., or 5. 3,
15, I ff. - in many cases from the very same treatises from which passages can be
adduced in support of the One's absolute transcendence - which describe it as the
origin and producer of all things. Indeed, we have a passage in 6. g [19], lg, 32îr.,
where the One is described as "the cause of the cause (oírrov roú airiou)": "It is then
in a greater degree something like the most causative and truest of causes, possessing
all together the intellectual causes which are going to be from him, and generative
of what is not as it chanced but as he himself willed." (Note the masculine crùró5 in
the final phrase!)6

Plotinus manages to maintain the two aspects of his supreme principle in equilib-
rium, without admitting any contradiction (and perhaps, after all, there is no such
contradiction), but to the more scholastic minds of his successors there did seem to
be a problem. Porphyry, first of all, though remaining firmly loyal to his master in
most things, seems to have felt it necessary to reformulate his doctrine of the One
in ways that are somewhat obscure to us. I have attempted to deal with this problem
elsewhere,T so I will simply summarise my conclusions here. Damascius. in a notable

a Cf. Fr. 15 Des Places: é prèv npdbros Oeòs èo-rar Éo-rò5, ó òÈ òeúrepo5 ÈgncrÀív ècrr
xtvoúpevo5.

5 The whole early tractate 6. 9 [9] is pervaded both by assertions of the One's
transcendence and unknowability, and of its role as the cause of all things, cf.
e. g. ch. 6. In 6. 9 Plotinus also advances the concept that the One, while being
absolutely transcendent, is also 'within us' (ch. 7).

6 Enn. 6. 8 is admittedly remarkable for the positive nature of its description of
the inner life and activity of the One, but it cannot be dismissed for that reason.
It is not an early treatise. For an excellent discussion of the complexities of
Plotinus' doctrine of the One and its relation to what proceeds from it, see John
Bussanich, The One and its Relation to Intellect in Plotinus, Brill: Leiden, 1988
(on 6. 8 in particular, see pp.201 -220). Cf. also Plotinus'description of the One
as'the potential i ty of al l  things'(6úvogr5 núvrc,rv), at Enn.3. 8, 10, I  and 5. l .
7 , 9 .

z "Porphyry's Doctrine of the one", in zo@tHE MAIHTopEz, "chercheurs de sa-
gesse": Hontmages à Jean Pépin, ed. M.-o. Goulet-cazé, etc., paris, lggz,356-
366.
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passage of his De Principirs,s criticises Porphyry for identifying the first principle of
all things (in contrast to lamblichus, whose position we will deal with in a moment)
with 'the Father of the intelligible triad', and thus seriously compromising its tran-
scendence. I have argued, however, that this cannot be the whole story, because of
conflicting evidence on Porphyry's view of the One, both in his Sententiae (particu-
larly ss. 43 and 30 f.) and in the Parmenides Commentary (which, I now think, we
may safely follow Pierre Hadote in attributing to Porphyry), Frs. 2 and 4. In those
passages, it is plain that Porphyry is asserting an absolute transcendence of the One
over Intellect.

My suggestion, based on a passage of Proclus' Parmenides Commentary (1106,
3l ff.), is that what Porphyry wished to do, in connection with his exegesis of the first
two hypotheses of the Parmenides, was to make God, or the One, in itself the subject
of the first hypothesis, and God as object of intellection (vorpòv) the subject of the
second. What Porphyry would then be doing does involve a degree of 'telescoping of
hypostases' (such as he has been accused of), but his real concern would be to distin-
guish two aspects of the first principle, such as were left in solution by Plotinus.

If that is Porphyry's answer to the problem bequeathed by Plotinus, then the
answer provided by Iamblichus (also discussed by Damascius in the same passage
of the De Principirs, n. 8 above) is very different. Iamblichus, it seems, wished to
postulatel0, above the Plotinian One (which in turn he declares to be transcendent
over the'intelligible triad' - which may be understood as the Chaldaean triad 'Fa-

ther - Power - Intellect' or its Platonised equivalent (derived from the Philebus) of
'Limit - Unlimitedness - Mixture (or'One-Being')' - a'totally ineffable' (núv-rn
óppqro5) hrst principle.

We do not, unfortunately, have any indication from Iamblichus himself as to why
he postulated this entity - we are dependent here entirely on the evidence of Damas-
cius - but it is not difficult to construct a plausible line of argument for it. The entity
revealed in the first hypothesis of the Parmenides, after all, is not easy to reconcile, as
Plotinus tries to do, with such an entity as the Good of the Republic, nor yet the
Cause of the Mixture oî Philebus 23C, since the latter principles assume actively cre-
ative roles, whereas the One of the First Hypothesis is to all appearances an entity
totally hedged about by negativities. Since Damascius is confessedly adopting the posi-
tion of Iamblichus against his more immediate predecessors, Syrianus and Proclus,ll

8 Ch. 43,I p. 186f. Ruelle; II I f. Westerink-Combès.
e Porphyre et Vicîorinus, 2 vols., Paris, 1968 (text in Vol. I!.

r0 In his (lost) Chaldaean Theology, which was presumably an exposition of the
doctrine of the Oracles, suitably reinterpreted. It is interesting that Porphyry's
discussion of the nature of the One in his Parmenides Commentary (Fr. a) comes
in the context of a critique of an Oracle (Fr. 3 Des Places) on the relation of the
Father to the triad dependent on him (cf. also Fr. 27).

rr Cf. De Princ.43,l l ,p.2, l l f f . ;  45, I I ,  p.6, l6ff .  C-W. We may note, however,
that Damascius refines somewhat Iamblichus' position (cf . De Princ. 47,II, 16,
I ff. C-W), in that he takes the pair of monad and dyad following on the second
One as aspects of that One (the Év rróvra), rather than as distinct principles, such
as Iamblichus would have them.
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we may reasonably assume that much of his argumentation may also be attributed to
Iamblichus, but it is more prudent, perhaps, to reserve this for our study of Damascius
himself, and it is to that that I will now turn.

The De Prfucípíis is a remarkable work, deserving, I think, to take
its place along with Plotinus' Enneads and Proclus' Elements of Theol-
ogy as one of the chief literary and intellectual monuments of later
Platonism. Its qualities have been obscured hitherto, I feel, by the lack
of a good modern edition. This is not to set at naught the considerable
achievement of Ruelle, but the text-critical acumen of Westerink and
the translation and notes of Combès in their Budé edition have been
of great importance in casting light on the structure of the work. What
emerges is a highly critical and probing intelligence at work, question-
ing the first principles of the Platonist system in a manner worthy of
Plotinus hinrself, and with a stylistic liveliness worthy of the author of
the Life oJ' I sitlsyg.rz

Damascius begins in ch. 1, as befits the title of the work (Problems
and Solutions on the First Prínciples), with an aporta, which appears to
set up problems of equal weight whether one postulates that the first
principle (epXq) is to be regarded as transcending the totality of things
(ra ncxvra) or as itself one of them. This is indeed the basic contradic-
tion which any postulation of an qpxq faces: either it is external to the
totality of things, the 'universe', and then the 'totality' is no longer a
totality; or it is to be regarded as itself part of the totality, in which
case it cannot be an àpxi, in the sense oî a creative principle, of the
totality of which it is a part (assuming that it cannot create itself as
one of its own products). But the diflìculty is that we do think of a frrst
principle as being of the things of which it is a principle, and thus
inevitably ranked with them as part of a single combination (ura oúv-
rafr5). And after all, as Damascius adds (l p.2,4 ff. Combès), in nor-
mal speech, when we speak of a nóÀrS, ws include in that concept both
rulers (&pXovteg) and ruled, and (which is perhaps an even better anal-
ogy) when we speak of a yÉvos, or clan, we include in that the founder
of the clan as well as all his descendants.

On the other hand, if the ùpX.t is to be included in the universe, we
are faced with the situation that it has to be reckoned as one of its own
products, since it is by definition the first principle of all things. But of

12 Joseph Combès has discussed this topic in an article, "La théologie aporétique
de Damascius", appearing originally in Les Cahiers de Fontenay, nos. 19-22,
1981, Néoplatonisme: Mélanges offerts à Jean Trouillard, 125-139, repr. in his
collected articles, Etudes néoplatoniciennes, Grenoble 1989,201-221, but he fails
to bring his study to any positive conclusions.
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each thing it must be said that it is either the product of a first prin-
ciple, or itself a first principle; it cannot be both, and there cannot be
a situation where a totality exists without a first principle. So there
must after all be a first principle external to the totality. And yet if the
first principle is not to be regarded as connected with the totality, it is
hard to see how it can have any relationship with it at all, since any
relationship of productivity involves being part of a single oúvrafr5.

This is the basic &rropío. However, Damascius has not introduced
this to baffle us completely, but simply to exercise our minds, and make
us more receptive to the solutions which he proposes. He is not con-
cerned to show that the concept of a lirst principle is incoherent, but
rather to argue that it is a complex concept, which must be properly
picked apart. There are at least two (he actually would maintain
three) 13 aspects to be considered: on the one hand, a first principle of
all creation which must admit some degree of connection with its pro-
ducts, and indeed must somehow contain within itself the seeds or po-
tencies of all of them; and on the other hand, an absolute first principle
which is somehow the condition of there being anything at all without
itself being related to anything else. It is this latter entity to which
Damascius now turns, in the second chapter of his work, and on which
I wish to concentrate on this occasion, since, as I have said, its postula-
tion has brought with it widespread accusations of irrationality.

Damascius begins his second chapter (p.4, 13 ff.) with the following
statement:

Our soul has, after all, an intimation that, of all things of which we have any

conception, there is a hrst principle beyond all, and unrelated to all. Therefore it

should not be called a principle, nor yet a cause, nor first, nor indeed prior to all

things, nor even beyond all things; far less, indeed, should it be celebrated as

being all things; nor indeed should it be celebrated at all, nor conceived of, nor

even hintetl at.la

Now what, one might ask, is one to do with an entity of which there
cannot be an Évvorcr, nor even a ùrróvorq (however one is to understand
that)? First of all, what is our view of Damascius' assertion that we do
divine the existence of such an entity? There are very few nowadays, I

13 That is to say, a unitary mode, a unified mode, and a plurified mode (èvrcríco5 re
raì rivcopÉvo5 xoì nenÀq0vogÉvc,r5, p. 3, 17 Combès), but we need not, I think,
follow him in this in the present context.

la McrvrEúErcr ópa iUobv i gvXr\ rdbv órroooùv rrúvrc,:v ÈrrtvoouprÉvc^rv eivcxt qPXîv

ÈnÉxervq nqyrc^lv ùoÚvtqxtov npò5 rrúvrq. Ovòè úpo *pxir, oÙòÈ qìrrov Èreívqv
rÀr1rÉov, où6è npribrov, où6É y€ rrpo rrúvtr,:v, où6' èrréxErvcr rróvtc^tv' oXoÀfl ye ópo
rrúvrq aùrlv úpur1tÉov' oú6' 6Àc^:S úgvq-rÉov, oÙ6' ÈvvorlrÉov, oùò' ùnovorltÉov'
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imagine, who would assent to that proposition, though it is perhaps
not an unreasonable supposition for a late Neoplatonist to make. On
the other hand, I think that one can frnd analogies for such a basic
intuition as Damascius is postulating here in various disparate
branches of modern thought - not perfect analogies, to be srrè, b.rt
not entirely inapposite either.

First of all, I would suggest, there is something similar in Heidegger's
postulation, not in Sein und zeit, but in his later thought, as repre-
sented in particular by the lecture Zur Sache des Denkensrs, of a myste-
rious entity behind both Being and Time which is in some way the'Es' in 'Es gibt Sein' and 'Es glbt zeit', and which ultimately becomes
identihed with what Heidegger terms 'Appropriation' (Ereignis). This
concept, despite Heidegger's various approaches to characterizing it,
remains essentially óppq-rou, in very much the same way as DamasCius'
must be, while constituting a necessary basis for thinking the relation-
ship between Being and Time. I do not of course wish to suggest any
very close analogy between Heidegger's concept of 'Es' and Damascius'
Ineffable, but they have this much in common, I think, that they are
both 'liminal' concepts, as being conditions for the comprehension of
the world in general, without themselves being susceptible of rational
definition or comprehension.

Another analogy that may throw some light on what I have in mind
may be drawn from contemporary astro-physics. one of the more fas-
cinating entities postulated by modern astronomers is that of the 'black
hole'. Now, as I understand it (though my understanding of these
matters is unfortunately rather rudimentary), a 'black hole'is a cosmic
phenomenon (resulting from the collapse and implosion of a star)
which is on the one hand a necessary postulate to explain certain other
phenomena, in particular the process by which stars generate energy
and heat, but which (by reason of the fact that no light or radio waves
can leave it, because of the enormous density of matter created by its
collapse into itself) is not susceptible to direct observation. 16

rs Ttibingen, 1969 (publ. in English as on Time and Being, trans. Joan Stambaugh,
New York, 1972, p.20). I arn indebted to Prof. Dorothea Frede for drawins mv
attention to this analogy.

16 I must confess that most of what I know of these matters I owe to a persual of
Stephen Hawking's book I short History of Tinte. Strictly speaking, it is not
quite true that black holes are not susceptibel to observation, since their presence
does seem to affect the light or other waves emanating from neighbouring stars,
though this is still not direct observation. A better example, however, might be'super-strings', which are a purely intellectual postulate, for which, as I under-
stand it, no direct evidence can be conceivably gathered. However, it must be
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Here the analogy is rather less close, I fear, than with Heidegger's
Es. A black hole is not a first principle, nor is it an a priori condition
for all scientific thought; but it does have in common with the Ineffable,
I think, the characteristic of being something which we postulate (prav-

revópsOo) in order to make sense of a lot of phenomena which we can
observe, and that is the aspect of it which I wish to highlight here.

These analogies from other traditions, both philosophical and scien-
tific, are not particularly closeo but may serve to indicate that the postu-
lation of an entity which is not itself subject to rational analysis need
not necessarily be a manifestation of irrationalism. Before one can pro-
nounce judgement on that one must observe how the concept is arrived
at, and what role is reserved for it in the system in question. My
contention is that for Damascius the postulation of the Ineffable is the
result of an eminently rational dialectical process - based, no doubt,
on the theorizing of Iamblichus before him, but very probably carrying
that theorizing a good deal further. The first forty-two chapters of the
De Princrpirs (subject of the first book of the Budé edition) are largely
taken up with the analysis of the concept of the One, its transcendence,
and at the same time the process of emanation from it and return to it,
while still maintaining that such a concept, basic and primary though it
is, cannot entirely satisfy our intuition that there must behind it be
something more basic still, about which absolutely nothing can be said.

But that cannot after all be the last word on the subject. In spite of
all Damascius' employment of negative theology (e.g. p.22,, 15ff.:
"And if we must indicate something about it, we must make use of
the negations of these (aforementioned) concepts, and declare that the
Ineffable cannot be either oîe or many, either productive or unpro-
ductive, either causative or non-causative - and even these negations
must somehow or other be absolutely stood on their heads."t7) he still
recognizes that if we 'divine' the existence of such a principle, there
must be something in us which responds to such a principle, and there
must even be some sense in which we, and the universe as a whole,
partícipate in (peúXer) such a principle. This paradex trs nddlsssss In a
set of three &nopíar which form the conclusion of what Combès and
Westerink discern as the first section of the work (pp.23-26).

admitted that such concepts as these do not play the same comprehensive role
as does Damascius' Ineffable, and thus remain very imperfect analogies.

l7 Ei òÈ &pc àvayxq rr èvòeíxwo0cxr, -roî5 àrrogóoeorv toú-roov XprlorÉov, 6.rt oùòè Èv
où6è rroÀAó, où6è yóvrpov où6È óyovov, oùre crírrov oúre dvqírtov, roì rcúrct5
prÉvror roT5 drrogdoeorv Èrr' ónerpov ùreXvó5 oùx oTòo órrr,:5 rreptrperrogÉvctg.
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The first ùrropío, after first making a distinction between the non-
existence above all existence and that below it (to wit, Matter), raises
the question whether Matter, though being the absolute negation of
Being, is yet encompassed by the one, and even more so, by the Ineffa-
ble, if these two latter, even as they transcend Being at the higher level,
must also be taken as extending beyond it at the lower level. Interest-
ingly, this causes Damascius no difficulty. It was already accepted in
Neoplatonic theory, at least from Proclus otr,18 that higher principles
extend their influence further down the scale of existence than lower
beings, so that e. g. Matter no longer participates in Being, but does
participate in Unity. What Damascius is here prepared to assert is that
it also partakes in the Ineffable (23, 15-22). This interesting line of
thought is carried further in the response to the third &rropícr,le which
raises the question whether after all no influence at all passes to things
of this world from the ineffable. Rather surprisingly, in view of much
of what has been said before, Damascius here declares that of course
there is such influence (24, lzfî.). As it turns out. what the ineffable
transmits to the rest of the universe is precisely the element of ineffabil-
ity intrinsic in every individual:

And as for us, how could we make any suppositions of any kind whatever about
it, if there were not within us also some trace (íxvo5) of it, which is as it were
striving towards it? Perhaps, then, one should say that this entity, inefîable as it
is, communicates to all things an ineffable participation, in virtue of which there
is in each of us some element of ineffability? It is in this way, after all, that we
recognise that some things are by nature more ineffable than others, as the One
is than Being, Being than Life, Life than Intellect, and so on, according to the
same ratio - or taking the inverse ratio, starting from Matter and proceeding to
rational Being, this latter sequence taking its start from the inferior, the former
from the superior, if one may so express it. (24,24-25,9)

It emerges from this line of reasoning that the ineffable in fact perva-
des the universe, going in tandem with the effable at every level (25,

r8 Cf. ET prop. 57: "Every cause both operates prior to its consequent and gives
rise to a greater number of posterior terms."

ts The second is less significant, but still not without interest. In this Damascius
denies that the ineffable forms a 0pryxo5, in the sense of a 'boundary wall,,
around the effable, since it should not be seen as being juxtaposed to if in any
sense. In the denial of this role to the ineffable, Damascius seems to come
strangely close to the concept in astrophysics of the 'event horizon' which sur-
rounds a black hole. The 'event horizon', if I understand it correctly, is a kind
of boundary which is not a boundary, but a notional threshold sepàrating two
incompatible modes of existence. However, one should not, I suppose, pushlhese
analogies too far.
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l0-12). Every {eyel of reality, Being, Life, Intellect, soul and so on,
and every individual entity, contains an element of ineffability, inas-
much as there is in each level, and in each individual within thài level,
an element which cannot be comprehended in a definition, but which
makes that entity what it is. we seem to be here quite close, after all,
to the Heideggerian Ereignis.zo

However, I do not want to insist too much on the validity of such
comparisons. I introduce them merely in an attempt to set Damascius,
theory in a wider context, and to indicate that a postulate of this sort
can perfectly well form part of a highly rationar worrd-view. whatever
we may think about Ereignis, we have here, at any rate, an entity whichis the condition of everything (what Damasciu, .ull, .,the outer periph-
ery not only of beings, but even _of non-beings"zr;, without ltrictly
being the cause of anything, and which is ungrÀpable in any ordinary
sense' but which actually calls forth in our rnùOr what Damascius likes
to term a 'reversal' (rreprrpor\),22 by which he presumably means thepropensity of talk about the ineffable first principle to ,stand on its
head', or cancel itself out, forcing one to contradici oneself irrespective
of what one tries to say about it. At the same time, however, thi prin_
ciple penetrates to the core of our world, and makes each of us what
we are' an individual, with just that little touch of ineffability which
differentiates us from everybody else.

20 Lest we get carried ?way, however, Damascius follows this .positive, passage
abo*t the Ineffable with a T€prrpo?rú (25, rg-26,7), aiguing that after all noth_ing definite can be predicated of the Ineffable, and tÍiat it cannot after all be saidto communicate anything of itself to anything else: ..So it is not tn. 

"ur., 
ìh.n,that it allows itself to ^be participated, nór tni it giurs u share of itself to thosethings which proceed from it, nòr that every god ii ineffable prior to-beiig',rn.,

even as it is one before.it i_s a -bging:" I.r HJideggeriu'trrnr, then, one might
_. l*y. that-the 'giving' 

of the Ineffabre is also a ,wiitihotaing'.

11" 
P;!,22î.: i^ÈqXltrl neprgepeío, oú rdbv óvro:v, àÀÀq xqì .robv sî óvrov.22  C f .  e .g .p .  9 ,3 :9 , ] l ; ! 2 , ' 19 ;23 ,3 ;26 ,3 .  Th i s . ; r . ; ; t  seems  to  be  de r i ved  byDamascius primarily from an interestíng purrug. oi'ptutot sophist (23gDf.),
though Plato does not there use the u.rioi ttt. ioun (rrrp,rpérr'v/neprrporrrl)"


